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Affordable Protection For Sophisticated 
Household Equipment
From kitchen appliances to home entertainment units to air-
conditioning systems, more and more of today’s homes have a 
lot of complex equipment. What most homeowners don’t know 
is that their systems and appliances are not covered by their 
home insurance policy, these breakdowns can be costly. 

That’s why, for $50 a year, we are offering affordable coverage 
that protects these systems for up to $100,000 in the event of 
an unexpected mechnical or electrical breakdown. 

Plus, this coverage provides protection up to $10,000 in food 
spoilage. 

Equipment Breakdown Coverage
For $50 a year, with a $500 deductible, you can add this coverage 
to your HO3 homeowners insurance policy. 

And, you can save by adding both Equipment Breakdown and 
Buried Utility Line Coverages for $65 annually. 

If you have a claim, simply call People’s Trust at 877-333-1230. 

EQUIPMENT BREAKDOWN COVERAGE 

FOR HOMEOWNERS
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• Air-conditioning and heating   
       equipment

• Air tanks

• Attic fans

• Central vacuum systems

• Communication equipment

• Computer equipment

• Electric doors and locks

• Emergency generators

• Entertainment equipment

• Fiber optics

• Home gym equipment

• Hot tub and sauna equipment

• Kitchen appliances

• Pool filter pumps

• Residential yard maintenance   
       equipment

• Security systems

• Smart home technologies

• Solar Panels

• Sump pumps

• Washer and dryers

• Water heaters and boilers

• Wine cellar climate control

Talk to your Agent today about 

Equipment Breakdown Coverage!

What Does Equipment 
Breakdown Cover?
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Prepare For The Unexpected
Many homeowners don’t realize they are responsible for the 
service lines that enter their home, such as their gas, water, or 
electrical lines. 

Repairing these utility lines is a big expense that many 
homeowners don’t anticipte. That’s why it’s critical homeowners 
protect themselves from imminent and expensive damage to 
their buried utility lines. 

Get Buried Utility Lines Coverage
For $22 a year, you can add $10,000 in liability protection 
by electing to add this coverage to your HO3 homeowners 
insurance policy. Your deductible on this coverage is $500 per 
incidence. 

Plus, this coverage provides for loss of use reimbursement in the 
event you need to live in temporary housing. 

And you can save by adding both Equipment Breakdown and 
Buried Utility Line Coverages for $65 annually. 

BURIED UTILITY LINE COVERAGE 

FOR HOMEOWNERS
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What Does Buried 
Utility Lines 
Endorsement Cover?  
• Water, sewage, and gas lines

• Any buried connections, valves, or   
    equipment that serve underground   
    piping

• Underground wires such as               
    electrical cable, power lines, and    
    communication or data wiring

• Any leaks, breaks, tears, rupsures,  
    collapses, or electrical arcing 

Caused by:
• Mechanical breakdown

• Artificially generated electric current  
    (including insulation breakdown)

• Wear and tear, marring,             
     deterioration, hidden decay, rust or   
     corrosion

• Freezing (ground freeze), including   
    frost heave and thaw

• Weight of equipment, animals or  
     people

• Root invasion

Talk to your Agent today about 

Buried Utility Line Coverage!

If you have a 
claim, simply call 
People’s Trust at 
877-333-1230


